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matchpoint 

diamond finishing technology

matchpoint is staffed by an enthusiastic team 
of textile engineers who specialise in finishing 
technologies.

Textile processing is our passion; we have been 
advising and serving the needs of textile finishing 
companies since 1984.

The world-class capabilities of matchpoint come 
together to unite our global reach and industrial-
ised assets along with deeply skilled technology 
and industry professionals.

These factors all focus on generating quantifiable 
business value for our clients by way of reliable, 
cost-effective and consistently high-quality ser-
vices.

We meet the immediate business challenges of 
our clients whilst simultaneously helping them to 
define and deliver next-generation innovations.

Our knowledge is based on our training as textile 
finishing engineers and the experience gained 
working as head of R&D for a famous German 
manufacturer of textile machinery and textile 
manufacturing. With regard to the specialist 
requirements of the textile industry, matchpoint 
provides advice and consultation as well as 
developing an individually tailored and beneficial 
solution for you.

Our motivation is to ensure best performance for 
the key requests of our clients. Thus, to reach 
these targets, an intensive dialogue and technical 
consulting with regard to the surface finishing 
of textiles is desired in order to implement suc-
cessful collaboration. Together we realise new 
developments in finishing processes and environ-
mental care.

Our competence is your advantage.



the jointfree sueding tool

diamondpeach® plus –

for maximum requirements

Environmental care
with diamondpeach®

diamondpeach® plus is the perfect way
to combine economical and ecological
aspects in a single technology.

Our clients save considerable resources
by reducing the production of 2nd grade
fabrics down to almost 0 %. The consump-
tion of chemicals/water/energy is reduced
immediately.

In combination with higher productivity and
improved machine speeds, diamond-
peach® guarantees an early ROI and saves
on client resources, while protecting flora
and fauna as well as the atmosphere.

More economic aspects have already been
listed above. These are facts that have
been confirmed by us and our clients.

JOINTFREE - technology

Highest productivity

Best pre-treatment

Perfect diamond dot stability

Increased machine efficiency

Save economical & ecological resources

Not all of the potential benefits are listed here since they are individual and
unique in accordance with client fabrics and emerising machine.

Do not hesitate to contact matchpoint or one of our sales agents for more
information.

We would be happy to arrange for test sueding at one of our reference mills.

diamondpeach® plus –

(some) benefits at a glance

matchpoint has developed diamondpeach® specif-
ically to treat textile fabrics in order to create the
most attractive and most even sueding effects.

diamondpeach ® is the perfect sueding tool. It com-
bines outstanding finishing results and the highest of
qualities along with economic and ecological aspects
in a single piece of equipment.

diamondpeach® achieve more than 100 times the
performance that is achieved using the traditional
emery sand cycle. We have received positive feedback
from our clients who are now obtaining increased
fabric processing speeds, measured in metres per
minute (m / min), and finding the machines easier to
handle during the sueding process.

Get the benefits of sueding with
diamondpeach® plus!

Alongside increased machine efficiency, the quality of
the peaching process is also improved.

The perfect smooth sueding effects positively support
the pre-treatment of grey fabrics and improve the
quality of subsequent finishing processes.

diamondpeach ® users have reported that complaints
regarding 2nd grade quality have been reduced down
to almost 0 %, compared to conventional abrasive
finishing technologies.

For more information contact matchpoint.

extremely high life time for dry and wet emerising processess

Contact us for more benefits



matchpoint is an international provider developing diamond emery  
products to meet client demands. We understand the needs of 
end-users with regard to surface finishing and are able to recom-
mend the right form of technology for the different types of client 
machine and fabric.

matchpoint’s diamondpeach® can be used with all different types 
of sueding/emerising/sanding machines.

Existing machines or 2nd hand machines can be upgraded or 
updated to achieve microsanding/silk touch effects. 

Upgrading with diamondpeach® means better surface finishing 
qualities and improved fabric strength compared to when using 
sand emery or carbon brushing techniques.

Depending on the fabric and machine type, the production quantity 
varies from 4 - 12 million metres of fabric with one set of diamond 
emery tapes.

diamondpeach® plus 

perfect surface effects 

for the highest of demands

Available grain sizes for dry emerising:
matchpoint supply worldwide the following 
diamond emery qualities: 
grain sizes : 80 / 150 / 220 / 320 / 400 / 600

Available in diverse tape widths: 
50 mm | 75 mm | 100 mm | 150 mm | 300 mm

Tape length: 
According to your specific machinery needs

Manufacturer
Danti Paolo 
Caru
Lisa 
Sperotto
Memnun

HORIZONTAL EMERISING MACHINE

Manufacturer
Sucker Muller, Memnun, Broma,  
Curtin Hebert, Haining

VERTICAL EMERISING MACHINE

Manufacturer
Lafer
Lamperti
XETMA Vollenweider
Mario Crosta
HAS-Lafer Türk
Comet Unitech

TAMBOUR EMERISING MACHINE WET EMERISING MACHINE

Manufacturer
Sperotto Rimar / Santex 
MCS 
Chinese machines

Roller with diamondpeach®

Available grain sizes for wet emerising:
matchpoint supply worldwide the following 
diamond emery qualities: 
grain sizes : 80 / 150 / 220 / 320 / 400 / 600

Available sheet sizes 
single trapezoid: 1900 x 160 / 52 mm 
double trapezoid: 1900 x 230 mm 
double trapezoid, wide width: 2800 x 265 mm

diamondpeach® plus for wet applications 
innovation – no imitation
matchpoint has developed diamondpeach® plus for 
the wet treatment of fabric.

Thanks our advanced technology, all users of wet 
emerising machines profit from the excellent quality 
of the diamondpeach® technology, which sets new 
benchmarks in wet emerising with regard to lifetimes.

diamondpeach® is the perfect tool for sueding of 
100 % polyester/microfibre or other synthetic fibres in 
order to create PEACHSKIN or imitation leather.

Supported machine types



matchpoint Textilmaschinenbau Deutschland GmbH  
Krefelder Str. 110 
41063 Moenchengladbach 
Germany

Fon 0049 - 2161 - 604453 
Fax 0049 - 2161 - 604453 
Cell 0049 - 170 - 5930326

info@matchpoint-textile.com 
www.matchpoint-textile.com

Have a look at our webpage if the agent of your country is not listed!

matchpoint – 

sales worldwide
Argentina

ACEROTECNICA 
Luis Viale 2462 
CP 1416 Buenos Aires 
Argentina

Contact: Mr. Ricardo Barcena 
T: +54 - 11 - 4581 0919 
F: +54 - 11 - 4583 8220 
acerotecnica@acerotecnica.com.ar

Bangladesh

Pro Trading & Services 
Navana Tower Plot No. 45, Gulshan 
Avenue, 16th Floor 
Apartment C, Gulshan-1 
Dhaka-1212 
 Bangladesh

Contact: Mr. Cuneyt Isman 
T: +880 - 3772013650 
T: +880 - 3772013651 
F: +880 - 2 8831891 
info@p-t-service.com 
www.p-t-service.com

China

M+F Tech Co. Ltd. 
伟诚国际有限公司（上海） 
Room 303, Nr. 570, Li Yuan Road,  
Suite LuWan District 
Shanghai 200023 
China

Contact: Mr. Jeffrey Sun 
T: +86 - 21 - 6305 9140 
C: +86 - 138 165 05291 
egysun@hotmail.com 

matchpoint Textilmaschinenbau 
Deutschland GmbH 

matchpoint 
Joerg Schmaeschke 
Krefelder Str. 110 
41063 Mönchengladbach 
Germany

Contact: Mr. Joerg Schmaeschke 
T:+49 - 2161 - 604453 
F: +49 - 2161 - 604453 
C: +49 - 170 - 5930326 
info@matchpoint-textile.com 
www.matchpoint-textile.com

India - Ahmedabad

Engineering & Agencies Pvt. Ltd. 
Cambatta Central Bharat 
Bobbins Ltd. 
Premises Rakhial Road 
Ahmedabad – 380023

India

Contact: Mr. R. K. Parikh 
T: +91 - 22744859 
T: +91 - 22740925/26 
C: +91 - 9825326162 
F: +91 - 79 - 22742651 / 22743649 
engamd@enaindia.com

India – New Delhi

Engineering & Agencies Pvt. Ltd. 
Office No. 501, 5th Floor, 
Vikram Tower, Rajindra Place 
New Delhi-110 008  
India

Contact: Mr. Lokesh Pandagare 
T: +91 - 11 25721190 
C: +91-9818 - 661791 
lokeshpandagare@enaindia.com

India – Mumbai

Engineering & Agencies Pvt. Ltd. 
Sterling Centre, 4th floor 
Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli 
400018 Mumbai  
India

Contact: Mr. Sanjev Bawage 
T: +91 - 22 - 24988572 - Direct 
T: +91 - 22 - 24988510 / 512 
F: +91 - 22 - 24986038 
C: +91 - 9324 284686 
sbawage@enaindia.com

matchpoint - South America

Thomas Scheurenberg 
Av. Lima Polo 241, dep. 701 
Surco - Lima 
Peru

Contact: Mr. Thomas Scheurenberg 
C: +51 940 189 923 
C: +49 - 160 - 9190 3624 (GER) 
thomas.scheurenberg@gmx.de

Pakistan 

KASH International (Pvt.) Ltd 
138 Faran Cooperative Housing Society 
Haider Ali Road 
Karachi - 74800 
Pakistan

Contact: Mr. Razi Shamsi 
T: +92 - 21 - 494 8904 / 494 8900 / 493 8969 
T: +92 - 300 - 8256 502 
F: +92 - 21 - 4938961 
kashintl@cyber.net.pk

Sri Lanka

Sethika International 
3/15, 8th Lane 
Pagoda 
Nugegoda -10250 
Sri Lanka

Contact: Mr. Sekera B. Tennekoon 
T: +94 - 11 - 2769013 
F: +94 - 11 - 2810216 
sethika@sltnet.lk

Thailand

T & V Group.co.,ltd 
160/6 Moo. 1 Taweewattana 
Kanjanapisek Rd.Taweewattana  
Bangkok 10170 
Thailand

Contact: Mr. Boy 
T: +66 - 2 889 - 0523-5 
T: +66 - 2 889 - 1396-8 
F: +66 - 2 889 - 0720 
jay@tandvgroup.com

Turkey

Pro Teknik Ltd. 
Korfez Mah.Liman Cad. No:84 
41030 Basikele Kocaeli 
Turkiye

Contact: Mr. Cuneyt ISMAN 
T: +90 - 533 - 967 2066 
C: +90 - 262 - 343 3090 
info@ptservice.com.tr 
c.isman@ptservice.com.tr 
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